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TO mmm*& PHECIPITATIOH mum AM> THE 

FOHMATIOIT OF COLLOIDAL GOB) 

Referring fco Ms law of corresponding states, for 

the precipitation process von Weim&rnfl) says! "with¬ 

out any doubt my law of corresponding states for the.' 

crystallisation process Is truly a quantitative imturr 

al law*“ While this may be the case, Weiser(2) has.''' 

{2}HTbe colloidal salts", 1T92S}* 
♦ ... . ■ 

pointed out that von 101mar»*s formulation 1ms boon 

simplified to the point where’ its usefullness in cert* 

atn cases say he open to question* Others (3) have 

likewise questioned the general conclusions: and use- 

fullness of von weiiaarn^s theory* this leads yon 

Weimarn(4) to state: "Recently s*B*Weiser (see his hook 

r3'VRuciiner^i^l^lfiT^lacrtmvrQHmrpri^"r',135fl9g'ol‘:T" 
Bancroft: 1*Burn.Ghea..84* 100 (1920)j Freundlich: 

"Kapillarchemie *H 031 (1922} * 
UlKollold-g;* *53*366 (1930)* 

*»5he Colloidal Salts") tea repeated and still further 

extended the false view of the precipitation theory 

which hai been credited to me* (Rept*Imp*HeB,Xnst* 

Osaka, 9, 107 (192©)) The theory which is oritised 

by the authors named, did not originate with me and 1 



42* 

yield with pleasure the honor of its discorery to one 

of the critics, Moreover #; 1 1mm no tia* to clear'up 

those mlsunders tsndings specifically,” 

Ton weima,m#s theory Ms been of' such ©uisbatid*; 

log importance in par© and applied colloid science(8) 

TaTcfT’Wloer and l&orelaniT^r^^Siie^^W»T’Yi^WiT7 " 

that no one can question its value# At the same time#' 

it can do no ham to cadi attention to its limitations 

as a research tool# The recognition of such list tat** 

Ions, in uoefullneso does not result from misunderstand* 

lng ©wing to incomplete Imowledge# ' as von Weimarn 

seems to thinh, on the contrary#" a broad comprehension 

of the applicability of the theory is essential to an 

understanding of its limitations#' 

In the following paragraphs the applicability 

and limitations of the mn Wcimarn theory will bo 

considered briefly after which its inadequacy to pro* 

diet results in certain instances will bo illustrated 

by the mm Of the formation of colloidal gold by am* 

Unction# 

Theoretjcal 

Ton Weimm points out that precipitation from. 



solution takes place in two stages; the first in 

which the molecules in.solution condense t©: crystalline 

nuclei I and the second which is concerned with the 

growth on the nuclei as a result of diffusion* the 

initial rate of precipitation j£ is expressed in yon 

Weimarn’a equation 

sr s K AiAa KI ’ 
' . . . . % %■ 

where K is a constant! 0. the total concentration Of 

the substance that is to he precipitated; J* its sol¬ 

ubility; g * J*..s: jg the absolute supe rs&turation; and 

P/l* the percentage supereafnration* 

The Telocity of growth, V, on nuclei is giyen by 

ysssB Q{g ■» h) 

where JJ is the diffusion coeffloientj JJ, the thickness 

of the adherent fils; 0, the extent of surface! and J| 

and J> hare the- same. significance as aborts:* 

In actual practice w cannot be- measured and T 

either cannot be measured at all or only with greatest 

difficulty* Accordingly yon Wo hoars introduced what 

he termed the “precipitate form coefficient" H* which 

is related to the mean magnitude of the single crystals 



in gram molecules jh3, lay the expression 

' Gia x II ss a constant* 

f spy ha represented qualitatively and in mm 

mum f quant 1 tailvely by the expression 
p 

Jf *£*'#** 
■TOW* 

which means that in the simplest ease:* the farm of. the 

precipitate is determined exclusively by the prevailing 

percentage superqaturation at the moment the precipitat* 
? 

ion starts* If tills Is approximately true then for 

the substances 'g|, and j|s 

". ,. ' %/ ■ . :$■ Hy S3 *^#1 i%f ^ "'I'** * ‘‘ 

^ ' . \ % 

Hour If the mean else in gram molecules of the particles 

in the several precipitates is to he the samel that is, 

if# 'v*#*pU** ' '■ : 

then* 

This, is the simplest form of von Weimaro*© law of cor# 

responding states for the precipitation process* 

As would he. expected the simple formulation is 

seldom applicable quantitatively since in most cases 

there a number of factors other than percentage super# 



saturation filial influence the value of jf and hence the 

aean petiole sicoi and the magnitude of these factors 

is* in general, different' for different substances, 

fon take care of these several factors von Weimar a intro* 

duces a multiplier, M» *»*> the equation for jf which 

now becoMS 

»*$§*' 

Bub the value of £ is in general not the same for 

different statesi hence th© expression for von isisara^o 

law of corresponding states becomes 

P, 3£ p. 
f5£ £ y 3?. 

y7^ Ja T JU . Ja 
W I 

in which J^and jTg. are specif in variable Multipliers 

«the product of all' other factors in addition to 2/h 

which influence the crystallisation process*t! fhss© 

factors mst be sssprossod in abgfe&Mit numbers equi* 

valent to, that for' fhis scons that von w©isarn,b 

Von''\%lLBK]^nr &ihef1tc'»',''‘'l8T,‘46,TX^2ST , '" i:':' "riD" 

law becomes quantitative and generally applicable by 

using variable, multipliers which say include as in* 

definite number of. tmevsluated variables* Among the 

several factors which are lumped together in the var* 
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iablc multipliers ares the effect of the viscosity of' 

the reaction sodium, solvation as connected with mole- 
, ' . ■' * 

eulkr aasoclatibn# polymer!nation of the reactant 

molooulest molecular complexity of the readtants# ad* 

sorption# the presence' of dust particles, the extent 

of agitation on mixing# the specific tendency to form 
V 

nuclei, the specific tendency to grow on nuclei# etc. 

■ She significance of the expression jf «? £ is 

that the mean sis# #f the particles $a a precipitate 

is determined, by the product of the initial percent¬ 

age super saturation and of all the other factors in- 

addition to supersaturation which enter into the pro¬ 

cess* in other words# the ®im of the particles is 
* . . 

determined by all the factors which enter into the 

precipitation process* One, cannot question the truth 

of this statement hut it is obvious that it may not he 

particularly helpful in certain cases# 

fortunately# in a number of oases the von Welmarn 
%■ '<■ 

? 

formulation wy ha used to advantage limits simplest 

form* Ihis is true under the following conditions! 

(j.)if the factors influencing the precipitation process 

which are lumped together in von Weisoarn1# £ ere relat¬ 

ively unimportant as compared with the prevailing X/h." 



$mt®m ft* £ oigaifioattfe Irat ar© 

imtikp tttttl for Mm prodiplt&tioii of tSw fern or 

mm @0 ito oMmw 

band*. tot iron Woimrss ftrawiatio»' mgr; #M»n to t* 

ar© far front , 39sfo - m 

mimoiall^ Wm if to foot-ora oollootoi :%egatt»p i*t 

■Jt sliouid happso to be of gtoto# f^portalte© tom'to 

provoillog porooatoso miperiatomtioa If*. dotomiafsss 
i 

to: f #« of to pfooipitoot- ®ii.«' ©ppoitii to i» to 

moo in to formfrio& of oolloid&l gold oortultr . 

soot** 

ooaooatr&Mema of 

to 3*0009$ of diroot 
if to fora of to dotermln* 



ed in large measure % the prevailing percentage super* 

saturation it follows from the ©^prepalda 

‘KT *» *r^ * fymm ^ 

I* 1. 

that |£ will bo larger aii lienee the mean sis© of the 

particles will be smaller -tfcsr the larger the* value of 

&» that is# the hitter the concentration of the re** 

actants* the formation, of: colloidal gold % certain 

reduction processes is on apparent contradiction to 

this rule, Thus Zsigmondy(X) showed in the ease of the 

reduction by formaldehyde of HAUCI4 mad© slightly 

alkaline with IfoOQ*,# that the greater the dilution of 
** 

HAuCl^ the higher.the degree of dispersion and vie© „ 

verso.* A similar behavior was noted by fSvedburg{2) . 

T3T^iisondys1i',Coii'oHo,r',SO^hi',lirtr^lrcroi¥op¥,,rTiSeH** 
under), 132 (1909)* 

(gjspiioid^*, im (1909)# 

4* 

who employed UgH^^HCl in alkaline solution as the re¬ 

ducing agent* finis result would have never boon predict* 

ed by the von We imam relationship but after the fact, 

von ?/-eXmarh ©plains the apparently anomalous behav¬ 

ior by assuming that hydrolysis of the gold salt* 

HAuCl^ or itituOg with the formation of Au(0H)3 sol 



which is subsequently reduced to blue AuQK sol* is 

ill© initial and therefore I'm -signifleant state in 

determining ttoe degree of diaperoity m ■ it is influenc¬ 

ed by tbs concentration of the., reactants* la such 

instances, Htho principle roasting molecules am 

obviously tha molecules of water*; ®»d it is by the ratio 

of their number to the 'number of hydrolysing salt 

molecules that the velocity* as well aa the oompleinoBO, 

of the hydrolytic process* is determined*011) In 

JTTWn \?£imrm 

other words» the greaied thet active mass of the tmter 

and not the lomr concentration of HAuGl^ in the.'dilate 

solution® is assumed to account for the higher dis* 

■pm&im in such solution®, nine© the higher the dil* ■ 

niion the greater the number of nuclei formed by' 

hydrolysis and hmm the samllor the individual part* 

teles# From this ...point of view* It follows that if the 

primary particles Of the AuOH^ sol which is assumed 

Xlfprobably hydrous Au^O* 

to form as an intermediate product» are very small and 

the reducing .agent insufficient, the reduction will be 

slow and yet the particles will be small*- On the other 



hand* if the originally formed particles of 4uOH at# 

relatively largo the complete transformation to gold 

■takes place slowly and the particles will he largo* 

That is* the moan sine of -the primary particles ih a 

gold sol prepared by the formaldehyde method starts 

in direct relation to the sias of the particles of 

AuGH sol* the reduction of which results in the forme 

ation of colloidal gold* 

fhe mechanism of the formation of colloidal gold 

which yon We imam proposes in order to show that the 

process is strictly in accord with hi® theory is in® , 

gen©one. hat there ar© certain linos of evidence ■ which 

indicate that it is not correct*. 

■ in the first place lhieescn{l) has shorn that all 

the conditions which increase the degree of hydrolysis 

of KMCI4 eolation decreases the number of -particles .-t 

that are formed. in a given, tin©- on adding a suitable 

reducing ©gent* This -isnweXl illlstrated by observat** 

ions of the effect of temperature and age of HAuGl^ 

solutions on the number of particles formed in a given 

time with hydrogen peroxide as reducing agent* In these 

experiments 1 .00 of o*0?S HMl4#4H# solution ms add** 



G& to 100 ce of water and treated with §00 m of $$ 

HgQg* After a definite tirao interval §0 m of 

HgH4#2HGl was added* The- latter reducing agent is 

Imoxm to cause rapid growth on the nuclei already 

present and to inhibit the formation of new nuclei* 

A count of the number of particles gives the number 

of nuclei that was present after a given time' interval* 

She results of some observations are given la flg*li 

ate upper curve was made with freshly prepared solutions 

at 1501 the middle curve with freshly prepared at 21°I 

and the lower curve with solutions previously heated 

to boiling and cooled suddenly to 1§°* She oonduetivity 

of the fresh solution at 1# was 1*25 K lO^-mhoe and 

of the boiled solution at 15° was! *3? x KT4* fht in** 

creased conductivity is indicative of an increase in 

hydrolysis; yet the number of particles formed with 

the -more highly hydrolysed solution was much less 

and the sise correspondingly greater than for the less 

laydrolysed solutions* similarly* i number of particles' 

in a sol formed with a 10 minute old solution having a 

conductivity of 1*2*? x 10“4 mhos was twice as great 
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as with, a 40 minute .old solution with a conductivity 

Of 1*34 mhos* Similar results were ■ obtained with 

GO as libs reducing agent# these obseryations show- that 

tlio greater tbs hydrolysis of the solution prior to 

the addition of the reducing agent, the fewer the number 

and hence the larger the particles#' This result is dl&® 

metrically opposed to what one would predict from the 

yon Weiaarh aeohanisa* The presence of larger partite® 

in the more highly hydrolysed solutions is attributed 

' by fhisason to' a retardation of the spontaneous format* 

ion of nuclei by the hydrolysis products* 

In the second place the number of particles in a 

gold sol is greater the higher the dilation of the 

gold salt ores when the latter Undergoes little or fee 

hydrolysis* This conclusion Is reached as a result 

of the follGtdng experiments* 

Experimental 

Jl though a number of procedures hare been describe 

ed for the preparation of colloidal gold, in all but • 

a few cases the gold was reduced from a solution of 

ehloraurie acid.- 'This is prepared by dissolving me tall® 

id gold in agua regia and evaporating to dryness# The 



**1$**- 

fh& product whan dried oven GaGlo is considered to bs 

HAuClg* SllgOo {X) However, some AuOlg will be present 

Tifi:^Wo^rm7Xim£rK^7^M^90iTr —^ 

unices the ehloraurle acid.-Is purified in sons mmor# 

Since von We imam 'Relieves that the hydrolysis of ttm 

gold salt plays a significant if not predominate part 

In the mechanism of the reduction of gold compounds to 

colloidal goldi it was thought desirable to use a gold 

solution In which there Is little lltlihood of hydro* • 

lysis* Potassium ahlostagrate ms chosen as the most 

suitable gold compound $m the present experiments 

since it is the salt of such a strong, base and strong 

acid that it will hydrolyse hut little If at all# 

Bare sheet g< was 

allowed to dissolve in aqua regia, the excess acids ro« 

moved by helling,, and the resulting ohlorauric acid 

extracted from the aqueous solution with ethyl acetate#! U) 

!a^Xenhef anS'lCabT Y»Wv&*6&®m*~^£&rT£& "TOB8TT» ■* ■« *»- 

The chloauxic acid mm crystallised from the ethyl 

acetate* dissolved in distilled water* and allowed to 

react with the calculated quantity of rs*cxystaXlla* 

ed potassium Chloride* fire resulting potassium chlof* 



aurata * crystallized from aqueous solution hy slew 
*t 

evaporation in a moutim desiccator oyer HgSO^* Finally 

the heat crystals were separated mechanically* washed 

with anhydrous ether*tl) and the excess other removed 

T&y^liue awiriB^mrr^7^S*^^XWXfT 

in a vacuum desiccator* fhe gold coat oat of the ■■ 

crystals was attained without attempting to dry them 

to any definite composition* A 0*01 molar stools 

solution of KAUCI4 me made up from irhieh other sol*'- . 

utions wore prepared by dilution* 

the Pi stilled later* the purity- of the distilled, 

water used is an important factor in the preparation 

of colloidal gold# llueh has been written fey Zsigmondy 
• C 

and others(3) concerning the necessary purity Of the 
' * 

distilled water* In view of the fact that a solution 

T^T^s^^o^S^5lIeisoHr^^l?oXl^tSirSol3}17^TX§2Hyr^ 

of electrolytes is reduced and electrolytes are form** , 

ed as products* it is apparent .that flight .traces of 

electrolyte Impurities. In the water employed will 

have little or no effect* Organic material* diet 

particles# eto**which can serve m nuclei are the un<* 

desirable* variable impurities that may he present la 
m 

the distilled water*: Accordingly water of minium 



conductivity is act necessarily the beat to use* in 

the pmmnt investigation mtar prepared hgr a single 

distillation of ordinary laboratory grads distilled 

water In a copper still with a block tin condenser 

gave the same results as the sake witter distilled twice 

sore from $Sm04 aM %S04 respectively, In a pyrex 

still with a block tin condenser*. However* care mo 

used to let the distilled water stand for several 

days in an aged bottle* and to eypotroff the water*- 

taking the precaution to not disturb the lower layer, 

into which the undesirable dust particles bad settled* (1) 

lXpSi3'ioMy^AteSndirr"Tr^oXloiSF',antr*S5ii" 

fbls. distilled water was used in the experiments 

about to be described# 

• siae of An Particles in solo formed by Bodnctioa . 

of ICAnGI>4 with HgOs , Mounts of solution as indicated 

in fable X mm mixed together inn the. following mamiori 

To the water in a 250 cc pyrex flask was added first 

the EMOI4 solution and then O.S m Of 30$ Hgg&g* Hie 

latter was allowed to flow in from a pipette while bhi 

contents of the, flash mm Shaken with a rotary motion* 

fhe reduction was carried out at room temperature, A 

tint of color appeared in about 30 seconds, and the 

reaction was complete a® evidenced by no further change 



In color In two or three minutes* Tests disclosed that 

unreduced gold «s absent In the supernatant solute 

ion after coagulation of the sol* . A clear* red colloid¬ 

al solution resulted.. In cash case* , The number of part¬ 

icles in a definite volume of the sol was counted : In 

the usual, way by moans of the Seiss Slit hltramicro* 

scope* Prom the data, so obtained th® particle sim mi .. 

calculated assuming the crystals to ha cubic* The 

results are given, in Table 1 and art shown graphically 

in figure a* 

Table % 

Bim ■ of An Particles formed by Reduction of iCAuGl^ 

solutions mixed 
Ml 

KAuGl^t 
•ooi in 
00 oc 

lUOo S8r 
ee 

Hosuiting con¬ 
centration of 

E^uCld 
Molarity 
x 10~» 

Mean linear 
dimension of Au 
Particles 

yy\ JiA- 

75 ' 92*8 0*8 f MO 

■6*78 93*05 0*2 6*75 155 

6*5 93*3 0*8 6*5 109 

6 .. 93*8 0*2 " 6 --92 

3 94*8 0.8 8 78 

4 95,8 0*8 4 6S 

98*8 0.8 3 56 3 



Si'se of Mi Particles in Sola formed bar Reduction 

of OuOl4 with II%OH«ifCl# xn tho reduction with HgOg 

a. eon©taut mount of reducing agent me used* ■ This 

isaS permissible since the excess KgOg has little or «0 ' 

effect on the size of the particle*!!) Sine© this As 

not the ease with- many reducing agents, in the sub¬ 

sequent experiments a constant mole ratio of the K.MGI4 

awl the reducing agent mm maintained* Solutions 4 @M 

were missed as indicated in Table II*. In arery case 

a clear, red colloidal gold solution was obtained*, 

The particle si so in- each case ms determined with 

the reaulta recorded in the Table and shown graphic¬ 

al ly in. Figure 3# 

TablOll 

Sise of Particles formed by deduction of KA14OI4 

With S%OB.HCX 

Solutions mixed , ,. 
A* 8 

KMOZ/t BgO MoOMCX KgO 
*00211" *00370 M 
cc 00 ’ 00 00 

I"lm" 43 " B" 43  8 fjp 43 ? 43 7 
6 4$ 6- 44 a 
5 45 i ■ 45 8 
4 46 ' 4" 46 4 

Resulting con¬ 
centration Of 

KAucau 
llolority x 10**5 

ilean 
linear 
dimension 
of Au 

"Y'N 
70 
88 
46 
41 
37 
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Size of An Reticles in sola formed foy Bedtaot* 

Ion of tCAuC&d with Hgll4*0IC3l* fhe reducing agent 

vnm added to the several concentrations of KAUGI4 sol¬ 

utions as given in fable 1X1* the size of the particles 

in each of the clear* red sold vim determined# fha re* 

suite are given in the fable and shown graphically 

In Figure t# 

fable ill 

Size of An Particles In Sols loomed by Seduction of ■ 

mm^ with H2ii4#8Eei 

frtm'r.T'Hnywt.-'WH -iT-irrimrf -tH »*i»« ■*>* ’ 

”s5Xut£mis iaissed Jr°r"'""',r^rHmiulHiig 
mzj&lar H*>0 B2H4*8HC1 Concentrations ear dimes- 
.0011 ~ o#ooi K of KAU&A _ sion of m 
m on * co Molarity x 19*® farticlos 

>n/A 

la . ve it 

11 7S< 11 

10 sc 10 

§ ss ' f 

8 84 8 

IS ■ 68 
11 m 

10 m 

t : m 

S SO 





Conclusions 

She particles ttfr colloidal gold formed hy redact** 

ion process## are larger' the higher the concentration 

of the gold salt reduced* ‘%4s is not in accord with 

von i#imarn*a theory which states that provided the 

crystallisation is complete the mean si so of the in** 

dividual crystals is greater the higher the dilution 

of the reactants* Yon Wsimafsi explains this anomaly''-' 

cue behavior by 'postulating • that hydrolysis of the gold 

salt ,with the formation of Ah ( OH) 3 vMeh is' subsequent* 

ly reduced to AuOH and finally to An is the Initial 

and therefor# - the important stop in deteeainihg ■ tbi';.. 

degree of dtsporaity'as it is influenced ly the .con*?, 

cent ration' of reactants# From this point- of view 

the greater hydrolysis at loner concentrations accounts 

for the greater number of nuclei and hence the smaller 

sis© of the. particles in lo\t-Cons«hitrat4on* Against 

this point of rie?/ is. (l)fhlessents observations that 

the greater the hydrolysis of the gold solution prior 

to the addition of the reducing agent* the i&mw to 

nymber and hence the larger the particles | and (jg) the 

ohserYations herein recorded' which show that in the 

absence of appreciable hydrolysis of gold salt the gold 



particles are emallor the more dilate the solution* 

It is apparent from tMm considerations that 

the percentage supersatursblOB at the beginning of 

precipitation io not the only factor and may not* he • 

the wet Important -000 'in determining ‘the primary part#* 

iclo aim in the fossaation of colloidal gold*. In 

the absence of aided nuclei, the. si m of the primary 
gOM particles in'a sol will be^ determined, for a 

given concentration of reactants % the velocity 

with which nuclei form spontaneously and. with the 

velocity with which the particles grow on the spontan* 

ecu sly formed nuclei# ITow if is to -he expected from , 

the Bernst-lfayes formulation .that the velocity of., 

growth on added nuclei will'he greater the greater the 

absolute supersatur&tlon of the solution with respect , 

to gold# In other words, the greater the initial con¬ 

centration of gold emit* She ■mm thing'will apply 

to- the rate of growth on nuclei formed spontaneously# 

in general to obtain very highly dispersed particles, 

the velocity cf formation must, be relatively rapid 

and the growth on the effective nuclei rust b# rel¬ 

atively slow# since gold is ead&remely insoluble',, the 



percentage supareator&tlon of the metal is relatively 

high at all concentrations of the gold salt tinder . 

consideration* Accordingly ih© rate of formation of 

nuclei will not differ widely at the various dilutions* 

bub at the high dilutions, the rate, of 'growth :0a; 

nuclei is relatively slower so that relatively mom 

nuclei.can form before the .supply of gold la used up*. 

for both these reasons theparticle s&aa ip. smaller . 

for the sol formed from dilute solutions of the gold 

suit*:; ■ - — : • ' . 

Ion Woimrn my contend that larger particles form* 

od in the more concentrated solutions are asgregfatas 

rather than primary particles* -1Mom is no evidence ■ 

to support this view under the experimental condit¬ 

ions heroin described* All the sols mm perfectly 

clear and the uhtramicroocopic examination showed no 

indication of aggregate, formation* Moreover, it Is 

wall ternm that particles grow by direct precipitation 

of gold on gold nuclei added to the reduction mix¬ 

ture and there 1 o.m srmmm to believe that the process 

is any different in the presence of spontaneously 

formed nuclei* In this connection* if one Insists 

that AutOS)s cad An® .are precipitated m intermediate 
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products in the reduction pi'oeoon, then the growth on 

nuclei must result from initial precipitation of 

An{OH33 on ouch particles followed fey reduction to.-- 

AuOK ©lid subsequently to gold* fhile this could ho 

true to a certain extent, it seems to he altogether 

imnecessary to assume ouch a mechanism since it. is 

probably not in general accord with the .facts* 

- gfMaarv 

ffee following is a 'MefQf onsasasy of the results 

of tills paper* 

Cjk)» Von formulation of the precipitate 

fora coefficient, and the law of corresponding states 

for the precipitation process 'fears been considered 

from the standpoint of their applicability anti limit¬ 

ations a© a research tool* 

(Jl)* the particles -of colloidal gold formed fey 

reduction processes are in general larger the higher 

the concentration of the gold salt reduced# Uhls 

would not ho predicted from the its weimarn theory 

which .states that provided the process df direct cryst¬ 

allisation is complete, the mean magnitude of the in- 
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dividual crystals■ip smaller the higher the concentrat¬ 

ion of reactants { the higher the percentage supersat- 

uration at tha moment precipitation begins}* 

(S)# Von Waitsaa?a explains the apparently anomal¬ 

ous “behavior noted. In (2) lay postulating that hydro- 

lysis of gold salt with the formation. of Au(OII)g, 

which is subsequently reduced to AuOH and finally to 

Mt is the initial and therefor© the important step in 

determining the degree of diopsrsity as it is in** 

fluensed by the concentration of reuoinnta# 

(4)* Against ron Weimarn*© general point of view 

are the ohoervat.ion.sj . (a) fhe greater the hydrolysis 

of gold solution of a. given concentration* .prior to 

the addition of reducing agent* the fewer the number 

and hence the larger the particles of gold (fhicssen)# 

(h) ilia observe! ionebroeorded in this paper which show 

that in the absence of hydrloyofe of gold salt*, the g 

gold particles are mmHer the lower the concentration 

of the salt reduced# fhia was found to he true for 

the reduction of KAuCl^ solutions with HgQ-gf SH20H*HC1* 

%Il4,0l01# 



■ .(§}* * Straws©. of the very low eoluMlity of gold 

in mtor* the percentage Bupevaatus&ttan of the metal 

la relatively high at all concentrations of' gold salt 

reduced* Accordingly the rat$ of formation of nuclei 

will not differ widely at the various dilutions | hut 

at the higher dilutions the rate of growth on nuclei 

is relatively slower* so that relatively more nuclei 

can form before the gold supply ia exhausted# 3?or 

both thee# reason# the particle siso is ©mailer f«p\ 

the sol formed from the dilute solution of gold salt* 


